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is minimal



is luxury



is quality



is design



is exclusivity



is aspirational



is technical



is bespoke



is architectural



is elegance



is swiss





design tools



grids

Grids are the underlying structure of 
any design layout for the brand. They 
provide an invisible harmony and unity 
to every layout, keeping every design 
element nice and tidy.  They are an 
organisational tool and help you being 
consistent across your pages, slides or 
any other medium you are working on.

This page features an asymetrical grid 
composed by 6 rows and 5 columns, 
comprising 35 modules.

this is a grid module

gutter space between columns
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Typography is a design tool easy to 
understand but has a few twists. Here 
are some important remarks to make 
the designs stand out and deliver a 
clear message, adding meaning to the 
words:

Type size is used to create hierachy. 
Will drive the reader from the headline 
the largest text on a layout to the foot-
notes, the smallest one. 

Type blocks close to one another 
create unity by proximity grouping text 
by content. Same happens with type 
tracking (the space between letters), 
so keep you tracking tight without 
having letters fall over others, to have 
beautiful unified type blocks.

If you need to highligt a thought, use a 
heavier type height, like bold. Or bring 
it out of your text frame and make it 
bold and bigger.

Make sure you typography is set to 
have white space around it so it can 
easily be read.

Remember type characters can also 
be used as shapes.

this is
not a 
message! 
you thougt it was but it isn’t!

type used as shape

headline > bigger type size, start to read here!

body copy > finish to read here!

subheadline > continue to read here!
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Typography is a design tool easy to 
understand but has a few twists. Here 
are some important remarks to make 
the designs stand out and deliver a 
clear message, adding meaning to the 
words:

Type size is used to create hierachy. 
Will drive the reader from the headline 
the largest text on a layout to the foot-
notes, the smallest one. 

Type blocks close to one another 
create unity by proximity grouping text 
by content. Same happens with type 
tracking (the space between letters), 
so keep you tracking tight without 
having letters fall over others, to have 
beautiful unified type blocks.

If you need to highligt a thought, use a 
heavier type height, like bold. Or bring 
it out of your text frame and make it 
bold and bigger.

Make sure you typography is set to 
have white space around it so it can 
easily be read.

Typography can also be used as 
shapes so don’t be afraid to try it.

Remember to refer to this book for 
the choice of the appropriate typog-
raphies. It is important that you only 
use the proper typographies to convey 
unity and continuity to brand commu-
nication.



Images are one of the main graphic 
assets of the brand. They should be 
used without restrictions in order to 
convey visual context to the accompa-
nying text.

Images should be used over the grid 
on the live area or up to crop.

images

image crop options
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Color is used to make the design stand 
out and to highlight focal points or define 

spaces. Color should be used with no 
restrictions on typography, shapes and 

backgrounds. Don’t forget to keep color 
usage inside the brands official colors. Also 

don’t forget that photography carry theit own 
colors. When they are too off or confusing, 
consider setting them in grayscale to tone 

down the layout and uniform everything. 
Optionally you can use them in duotone to 

add an extra brand feeling to it.

color

color used as background and space definer

image used with duotone

color highlight
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margins are the first element of white space

leading

white space around elements

White space is an important design 
too for the brand. White space pro-
vides breathing room to design ele-
ments and increases content legibility.
White space is also a tool to convey 
luxury to a design layout.

Prefer wider margins to narrow ones.
Prefer to have more space around ele-
ments than to pack them all together.
If contents seem packed in a layout 
maybe it should be consired to en-
large the format of the medium.

Don’t forget that type needs white 
space too, so look carefully at the 
leading of your type (space between 
lines).

white
space
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Asymetry is the absence of symme-
try of any kind. Whenever we make a 
design that consists of elements that 
we’ve distributed unevenly around a 
central point or axis, we’ll consequently 
have an asymmetrical design.

We can exploit asymmetry, using it to 
draw attention to areas in the design 
or to convey dynamism or movement.

asymmetry
y 
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x symetry axys

dynamics and movement line

design focal area
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central point or axis, we’ll consequently 
have an asymmetrical design.

We can exploit asymmetry, using it to 
draw attention to areas in the design 
or to convey dynamism or movement.

asymmetry



brand guidelines



brand logosbrand guidelines

The brand logos of panoramah!® have three official 

versions: corporate version, communication version and 

brand seal. The corporate brand logo is the basis for all 

communication and should be used in all corporate and 

communication mediums. The communication logo is the 

aspirational one, the one that amasses the brand culture 

in a single simple representation. The brand seal is used 

as a brand marking for products and stamping.

official versions

> corporate brand logo

> communication

brand logo

> brand seal logo



corporate brand logobrand guidelines

This is the main and “go to” version on panoramah!® 

brand logo. This brand logo must be used in all media 

and communication supports of the panoramah!® brand.

versions

> positive version

color

> positive version 

high contrast

> negative versions 

color and high contrast



communication brand logobrand guidelines

This is the communication brand logo of panoramah!®. 

This logo is used to reinforce the brand culture awareness 

and does not serve as a substitute of the corporate brand 

logo. It must always be used together with the corporate 

brand logo.

versions

> positive version

color

> positive version 

high contrast

> negative versions 

color and high contrast



brand sealbrand guidelines

This is the main and “go to” version on panoramah!® 

brand logo. This brand logo must be used in all media 

and communication supports of the panoramah!® brand.

versions

> positive version

color

> positive version 

high contrast

> negative versions 

color and high contrast



brand guidelines official brand typography

Chalet Book
Chalet Italic
Chalet Bold
Chalet Bold Italic

Chalet Comprime Milan 60
Chalet Comprime Cologne 60
Chalet Comprime Hong Kong 60

Chalet Paris 1960
Chalet London 1960
Chalet New York 1960

All typesetting regarding the communication of the 

brand should be made using this typography: Chalet 

Paris, London and New York have the full preference. 

When italics are needed on body copy, one set that body 

copy with Chalet Book Regular and the matching italic, 

because Chalet Paris, London and New York do not have 

italic style. Chalet Comprime should be used only for 

headlines and highlights, or in extreme cases where body 

copy needs to be set very tight.

> official typography

> typography for alternate 

styling with italics

> typography for graphic 

headlines and highlights



ah! red  

Pantone Coated 485C

CMYK 0 • 100 • 100 • 0

RGB 227 • 6 • 19 

HEX e30613

RAL 3020

Hexis Ecotac E3186M Wrapping Film

ah! black  

Pantone Coated Black C

CMYK 0 • 0 • 0 • 100

RGB 0 • 0 • 0 

HEX 000000

RAL 3020

Hexis Ecotac E3889M Wrapping Film

brand colorsbrand guidelines

The brand logos of panoramah!® include a palette of 

two official colors. All brand logos should always be 

reproduced from one of this two colors. Included are 

all values for a group of color systems to ensure brand 

homogeneity across different mediums. 

Pantone®, RAL® and Hexis® are registered trademarks, 

and property of their respective owners.

official colors



brand behaviorbrand guidelines

This manual considers that theall  brand logos and brand 

seal  will only be reproduced over the official colors or 

white. The appropriate version should be chosen from the 

options demonstrated below. 

All reproduction of the brand’s logo over other color 

backgrounds must be approved by the communication 

department of panoramah!®

over official color backgrounds



brand behaviorbrand guidelines

When using the brand logos and seal of panoramah!® 

over photographic backgrounds, please observe the 

following behaviors and place the right version of the 

brand logo against the appropriate shading in the 

background. The guidelines shown on this page are also 

valid for the coporate brand logo and brand seal.

over official color backgrounds



brand protectionbrand guidelines

To ensure all brand logos preserve their legibility in the 

presence of foreign graphic elements, the brand consider 

a safety area that should not be invaded to preserve 

brands clarity and readability. This area is defined by the 

lowercase “a” from the “ah!” brand element and ensures 

enough margin around all brand logos. Note that the area 

is defined with the “a” at the size of the logo reproduction. 

safety area

> minimum safety area for 

corporate brand logo

> minimum safety area 

for communication brand 

logo

> minimum safety area for 

brand seal



brand protectionbrand guidelines

To ensure all brand logos are readable, each brand logo 

has is own minimum reproduction size. For the corporate 

brand with ® symbol the minimum size is 45mm, and 

without ® symbol the minimum size is 20mm. The same 

applies to the communication brand: minimum size with ® 

symbol is 11m and without, 5mm. The brand seal follows 

the size guidelines for the communication brand logo.

minimum reproduction size

45mm

11mm 5mm

20mm

> minimum reproduction 

size for corporate 

brand logo with ®

>> minimum reproduction 

size for corporate 

brand logo without ®

> minimum reproduction 

size for communication 

brand logo with ®

>> minimum reproduction 

size for communication 

brand logo without ®



brand unauthorised usesbrand guidelines

panoramah!

panoramah!® brand must be reproduced from high 

quality artwork supplied with this manual. On this page 

you fill find unauthorised and innapropiate uses of the 

brand. These examples show what you should not do 

when using the brand. All following examples also apply 

to the communication brand ah!®.

> do not reproduce the 

brand logo in unauthorised 

colors

>> do not reproduce 

the brand logo on 

unauthorised background 

colors

> do not use the brand 

logo against unreadable 

backgrounds

> do not distort the brand 

logo

>> do not use unauthorised 

typographies

> do not add graphic 

elements to the brand logo

>> do not change the 

shape of the brand



brand standards kits



corporate brand standards kitstandards kit

This standards kit presents the basic rules to use 

the corporate brand of panoramah!® in a graphic 

environment. If you have a particular question regarding 

the usage and behaviour of the brand, not covered in this 

standards kit, please get in touch with the Marketing & 

Communication Department at panoramah!®. 

> corporate brand

> corporate brand color 

versions

> corporate brand 

monochrome versions



corporate brand standards kitstandards kit

> corporate brand colors

> corporate brand 

safety area

> corporate brand 

minimum reproduction 

size

ah! red  

Pantone Coated 485C

CMYK 0 • 100 • 100 • 0

RGB 227 • 6 • 19 

HEX e30613

RAL 3020

Hexis Ecotac E3186M Wrapping Film

ah! red  

Pantone Coated 485C

CMYK 0 • 100 • 100 • 0

RGB 227 • 6 • 19 

HEX e30613

RAL 3020

Hexis Ecotac E3186M Wrapping Film

45mm 20mm



communication brand standards kitstandards kit

This standards kit presents the basic rules to use the 

communication brand of panoramah!® in a graphic 

environment. If you have a particular question regarding 

the usage and behaviour of the brand, not covered in this 

standards kit, please get in touch with the Marketing & 

Communication Department at panoramah!®. 

> communication brand

> communication brand 

color versions

> communication brand 

monochrome versions



communication brand standards kitstandards kit

ah! red  

Pantone Coated 485C

CMYK 0 • 100 • 100 • 0

RGB 227 • 6 • 19 

HEX e30613

RAL 3020

Hexis Ecotac E3186M Wrapping Film

ah! red  

Pantone Coated 485C

CMYK 0 • 100 • 100 • 0

RGB 227 • 6 • 19 

HEX e30613

RAL 3020

Hexis Ecotac E3186M Wrapping Film

11mm

5mm

> communication brand 

colors

> communication brand 

safety area

> communication brand 

minimum reproduction 

size



brand seal standards kitstandards kit

> brand seal

> brand color versions

> brand seal monochrome 

versions

This standards kit presents the basic rules to use the 

brand seal of panoramah!® in a graphic environment. If 

you have a particular question regarding the usage and 

behaviour of the brand, not covered in this standards kit, 

please get in touch with the Marketing & Communication 

Department at panoramah!®. 



brand seal standards kitstandards kit

> brand seal colors

> brand seal safety area

> brand seal minimum 

reproduction size

ah! red  

Pantone Coated 485C

CMYK 0 • 100 • 100 • 0

RGB 227 • 6 • 19 

HEX e30613

RAL 3020

Hexis Ecotac E3186M Wrapping Film

ah! red  

Pantone Coated 485C

CMYK 0 • 100 • 100 • 0

RGB 227 • 6 • 19 

HEX e30613

RAL 3020

Hexis Ecotac E3186M Wrapping Film

17mm

8mm





we build ah!

unlimited perspective sa
ch philibert-de-sauvage 37
1219 chatelaine
switzerland

p. +41 21 804 1700
f.  +41 21 804 1709

info@panoramah.com
www.panoramah.com

facebook
www.facebook.com/panoramah.ch/

instagram
www.instagram.com/_panoramah_/


